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FOREWARD
The contents of this short eBook can be life changing. I was first exposed to some of this material in 
1993 when Mike Mandel presented a Brain Software seminar at my university. As a young student at 
the time, I had a chance to speak with Mike after the event and he gave me a copy of his 
recommended reading list. I applied what I learned from him and continued my education via the 
recommended reading list. Without question, it has changed my life for the better and I know it has 
the potential to change yours.

Today I have the privilege of working with Mike on a regular basis. We run MikeMandelHypnosis.com 
and publish a regular 5-star rated podcast called “Brain Software with Mike Mandel”. We run regular 
live hypnosis training in Toronto, and we have now launched what I believe is the world’s best online 
hypnosis training via the Mike Mandel Hypnosis Academy. 

As you read the contents of this eBook, you are going to want to dive deeper. I encourage you to do 
so. At a minimum start with our free podcasts. Better than that, take our online training. Mike is the 
best instructor I’ve ever seen - period. And if you can manage to do so, come to Toronto and study 
with Mike in person. It will blow your mind.

Links:

Podcast:  Brain Software with Mike Mandel
Available on iTunes or on our website

Online Hypnosis Training:  The Mike Mandel Hypnosis Academy
No big upfront costs. Learn at you own pace. View online or download for offline use.
Sign up here

Live Training in Toronto:  The Architecture of Hypnosis
Usually taught twice per year. Small class size. 
Click here for details

Chris Thompson, 2013
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INTRODUCTION 
When I began lecturing corporations, government agencies and universities back in 1992, I had no 
idea where it would all lead. Initially, I was interested in helping people read faster, solve problems, 
and break away from the common herd, hence the name “No Cowheads” was what I called what I 
did, and provided a very cool pin, replete with a bovine headed person with a red circle and a 
diagonal dash; all very amusing. 

Over the years though, I began studying NLP and a number of other disciplines; eventually  becoming 
a qualified Trainer of Neurolinguistic Programming. As my schema increased, the lectures and 
seminars changed. I dropped the speed reading and mind mapping and focused on powerful 
communication techniques that drew from both my NLP training and Ericksonian hypnosis. Thus 
Brain Software was born, and these notes are a sample of what I teach to Blue Chip  corporations, 
police services and institutes of higher learning. 

The techniques are easy to learn and master, but make no mistake…They are very powerful.

Be careful how you use them.

Mike Mandel 2013
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USEFUL PRESUPPOSITIONS & CONCEPTS 

THE	  PAST	  DOES	  NOT	  EQUAL	  THE	  FUTURE...	  

Regardless of how many times things have screwed up  in the past, the only  moment that matters is 
NOW. Learn from the past and then move on. The past is not a "thing". You don't carry it with you. 
The past is only useful if you can learn from it... but it's gone! Make a practice of disconnecting from 
past limitations. Remember: the past does not exist anywhere in time or space... Learn from it and 
get on with your life. Replaying tape loops of old conversations and failures only reinforces their 
emotional hold upon you. Yesterday is a canceled cheque; Tomorrow is a promissory note; Today is 
the only cash you have. Spend it wisely. 

THE	  MAP	  IS	  NOT	  THE	  TERRITORY...	  

Your experience of the world is not the world. The world is experienced through our five senses and is 
deleted and distorted into an internal representation which is not the world itself. Our internal maps 
tend to affect the way we perceive reality. We are taking in seven to twenty million bits of information 
per second, but the brain can only consciously handle about seven of these bits (plus or minus two). 
Realize that the ways in which you react to stimulus are based upon conscious and unconscious 
processes, although only about seven of these information packets are available to the conscious 
mind at any given time. To assume that anyone else is building an internal map  based on the same 
seven bits that you are is the height of foolishness and presumption. Since your internal experience 
of the world is not the world, you must not make the assumption that you understand someone 
else's model. Remember, your attempt to understand them is filtered through your own model. Sound 
confusing? It is. Let's simplify it: You cannot make assumptions about what others are thinking or 
feeling. Ask careful questions and base your responses on the information you take in through your 
senses, rather than your imagination. The same words mean different things to different people, 
under the same circumstances. 

FAILURE	  IS	  ONLY	  FEEDBACK...	  

If you treat failure as nothing but information that allows you to modify your behavior in the future, 
then things will not knock you for emotional loops. Failure is information. You have found something 
that doesn't work. It is only feedback. This applies to virtually anything and everything in life. If you 
train yourself to realize that even harsh criticism is only  information that you can utilize, you will have 
a tremendous advantage over others. 
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So get it into your head: 

Failure = feedback and information. Criticism = feedback and information. Learn to use the 
feedback that failure and criticism give you to modify your behavior. 

THE	  MEANING	  OF	  A	  COMMUNICATION	  IS	  THE	  RESPONSE	  IT	  ELICITS...	  

Regardless of our intent, the response we get will dictate what the communication actually means. If 
you tell someone they look wonderful today but they hear it as being sarcastic, then the meaning of 
the communication is insult, not compliment. To communicate effectively, we must enter another 
person's model of the world and then the intent and the response will more closely match each other. 
Use of deliberate but subtle rapport skills will enable you to more closely approximate someone else's 
model by appearing to be like them. By varying our approach and adjusting our behavior we can elicit 
the response we want and become better communicators. 

YOU	  CANNOT	  NOT	  COMMUNICATE...	  

Every single moment we are communicating some message to those we are in contact with. Even 
silence is communication. If we operate under the assumption that we are always communicating, 
then every word, gesture, and even silence can be deliberate in order to send the message we 
actually intend. You are always communicating. 

IF	  WHAT	  YOU	  ARE	  DOING	  ISN'T	  WORKING,	  DO	  ANYTHING	  ELSE...	  

Man is the only species that will keep  trying harder and harder doing something that consistently fails. 
Attempting anything else is more likely to yield the proper outcome than continually doing something 
that is proven to fail. Develop the sensory acuity to discern whether or not your efforts are creating 
the results you want. If your efforts are not working, do anything else! Here is the formula for 
obtaining any outcome (An outcome is much more specific than a goal.): 

1. Specifically identify what you want. "I want to be successful" is too vague. "I want to be 
the CEO of General Motors by November 2009" is much better. Make sure your outcome is 
very  specific and stated in the positive, i.e. "I want to weigh 145 lbs. and be running fifteen 
miles per week", rather than "I don't want to be unhealthy and tired anymore." 

2. Take action towards your outcome immediately. No matter what your outcome is, there are 
steps you can take toward it RIGHT NOW. It is vitally important to avoid delay. Even minor 
actions done consistently over a period of time will result in major results. Massive action 
results in phenomenal results. 
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3. Check to see if what you are doing is working. If what you are doing is working, then do 
more of the same. 

4. Modify your behavior until you get what you want. Keep  doing whatever works and change 
to new behaviors when you run into things that are not working. 

THE	  LAW	  OF	  REQUISITE	  VARIETY...	  

In any system or organism, the element with the most choices will be the controlling element. 
Therefore the greater number of choices you have, the greater degree of control you will experience 
over your environment and your own behavior. Always strive to increase your options by increasing 
your schema, the knowledge base that your brain uses to learn, understand and solve problems. An 
excellent way to increase schema is by  reading biographies. Your brain is able to draw from vividly 
imagined experiences as though they were real. Reading the biographies of outstanding individuals 
(even if you dislike the person) will give you the benefit of much of their life experience, thus 
increasing your schema. Refuse to be limited in your learnings. 

Recent studies show that lifetime learning can stave off Alzheimer's disease and even limit the effects 
of strokes by increasing the number of neural pathways that are available for information processing. 
The more you are determined to learn, the more you will learn and the greater your schema will 
become, enabling you to be the controlling element in your system. Give yourself the gift of broad-
base knowledge. Limiting the time you spend watching television (passive learning) will give you 
more time to read (active learning). Always read with a highlighter in hand to mark passages that are 
significant to you. This makes it easy to review a book later without rereading it. I am constantly 
learning new things. I'm currently  studying Woo Gar Mo Sut (an unusual martial art), German, 
homeopathic medicine, and have just added Graphoanalysis to my list of interests. Diversity is 
important to stimulate the brain. 

AGREEMENT	  DOES	  NOT	  EQUAL	  ACTION...	  

There is a tendency to believe that paying lip  service to an idea is the same as implementing the idea. 
Another way  to phrase this is "Understanding is not the same as change". Let us suppose that a 
husband and wife are experiencing serious difficulties in their marriage. They sit down together and 
reason things out, eventually arriving at the conclusion that they need to get out socially and see 
other people more frequently. They feel much better having discussed the problem and having found 
a solution. They must immediately begin to implement the solution. It is imperative that they 
make a definite step  towards resolution of the problem while the solution is fresh in their minds. 
Otherwise, agreement on what the solution should be will take the place of action. They will be 
mystified a few weeks later when they discover that the solution "didn't work". Immediate action must 
become a habit in order to implement creative solutions. Once you get a solution, use it right away! 
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YOU	  ARE	  NOT	  YOUR	  EMOTIONS...	  

Often people get stuck in kinesthetic (feeling) states by identifying with their emotions. They will make 
statements like "I am depressed". It helps to immediately  respond "That's funny, I thought you were 
John." The point is that you are not your emotional states. Emotions are behaviors, and like any 
behavior, they can change with the wind. When you identify strongly with your emotions and claim 
them as you, it is easy to get stuck in that state. 

Recognize the fact that emotions are electrochemical storms in your brain, and as such they are a 
matter of behavior, not identity. Things are much easier to change at a behavioral level than they are 
if you let them become part of your identity. Robert Dilts has identified what he calls Logical Levels: 
Spiritual, Identity, Beliefs, Capabilities, Behavior, and Environment. These are on a descending scale 
of influence and importance. A higher level takes in everything below it. For this reason, the lower 
levels are easier to change, although changes made here will be less profound than changes made 
in higher levels. Making a behavior such as an emotion into a identity issue will cause it to jump three 
levels up the hierarchy to Identity. Once there, its effects will ripple through all of the lower levels 
including Capabilities and Beliefs. Keep emotions in perspective. 

REPRESENTATIONAL SYSTEMS 

These are the systems we use to take in information about the world around us. They are our five 
senses and by necessity they delete and distort the information they take in and create an internal 
map  that more or less approximates the "real" world. Of the five senses, visual, auditory, kinesthetic 
(touch and feelings), gustatory (taste) and olfactory  (smell), one will tend to dominate and be the 
primary representational system. This will be the system or modality  that is preferred to take in 
most of the information about the world. Although one system (usually visual, kinesthetic or auditory 
in that order) will be the primary  modality, it is important to keep in mind that all systems are used to 
some degree. 

Recognition of the primary representational system that someone is currently using enables you to 
build rapport, the sense of sameness that occurs when you enter another person's model of the world. 
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VISUAL:	  

People who are primary visual accessors will typically breathe higher in the chest and faster than 
either audios or kinesthetics. Their voices will tend toward a strained or nasal quality and their words 
will be rapid and even staccato. They will often hold their breath briefly while visually  accessing. 
Visuals tend to talk too quickly  for kinesthetics who need time to feel what is being discussed. The 
speech predicates of visuals will include a lot of words like "see", "bright", "color", "picture", etc. They 
will typically do a lot of visual eye accessing up and to the left for eidetic (remembered) images and 
up  and right for constructed (new) images. Visuals make great architects and scientists as well as 
artists, where their visual processing skills will excel. Visuals often rub the back of their neck which 
stimulates blood flow to the occiput, the sight center of the brain. (The exact same neural pathways 
are used in visualization as are used in actual sight.) A typical visual statement is "I see what you 
mean" or "How does that look to you?" 

KINESTHETIC	  (FEELINGS):	  

The kinesthetic accessors breathe slower and deeper into the lower chest using the diaphragm. This 
will often result in a telltale sigh before answering questions as kinesthetics "boot up" their primary 
system. Kinesthetics speak the slowest of all the representational types and will usually stop  talking if 
interrupted, whereas visuals will talk over other people and even finish sentences for them. Visuals 
are trying to keep  up  with all the pictures in their heads while kinesthetics are pausing to "feel" the 
subject matter. Kinesthetics are in touch with their physical bodies and make superb athletes and 
therapists. Their speech patterns are laced with feeling words like "solid", "get a handle", 
"comfortable", "heaviness" and of course "feel". Kinesthetics' eyes move down and to their right to 
stimulate the kinesthetic response. They often touch their solar plexus area when "feeling", and tend 
to speak too slowly for visuals who are intent to get on to the next group of pictures in their mind's eye. 

AUDIOS:	  

Audios or Tonals make up the smallest of the three main groups. Richard Bandler states that the 
audio sense is the least developed sense in Western society. Audios often tilt their heads to the side 
in the classic listening posture. They also bring their hands to their faces when going into audio 
access. (This is called the telephone position.) Audios are the type who are driven crazy by a dripping 
tap or a ticking clock. Even a monotonous voice can cause immense irritation. They tend to speak 
melodically in perfectly formed sentences. Unlike the extremes of visuals and kinesthetics, audios are 
somewhere in the middle. They make excellent speakers and of course musicians. Watch for the 
eyes flicking directly left and right when audio accessing. Typical audio speech includes phrases like 
"I don't like your tone" and "How does that sound?" 
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REMEMBER... Everyone uses all systems although one system will be dominant. If you ask a person 
a non-directive question such as "What was your last vacation like?" they will go into their primary 
system to find the information. If you ask a visual question: "What did your last house look like?" 
even a kinesthetic will "go visual" to find the answer. These are only the dominant and preferred 
systems. The goal is to be able to speak, interact in and access all systems at will. This creates the 
ability to build rapport to communicate with people in their preferred system. 

EYE ACCESSING CUES FOR RIGHT HANDED PERSON 
(Left handed people are usually reversed on the vertical axis.) 

Explanation of Eye Accessing Cues

The eye accessing cues are eye movement patterns that give a clear indication of the part of the 
brain being utilized and the representational system that is currently being accessed. Although a 
system specific question such as "How did it feel to be on the beach in Mexico?" will initiate the 

accessing of that system (in this case kinesthetic) regardless of the person's dominant system, a 
nonspecific question will allow someone to go into their dominant system. For example, a question 
such as "What was Mexico like?" will leave it wide open for a visual to access visually, a kinesthetic 
to access feelings, or an audio to access internal sounds. Occasionally you will see someone 
"cascading"; moving their eyes through all systems as they search for information. This is known as a 
Transderivational Search. 

Visual
Construct

Audio
Construct

Kinesthetic

Visual
Recall

Audio
Recall

Audio
Digital
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VR = Visual Recall 
The eyes move up and to his left as he accesses eidetic (remembered) visual images. 
Question to demonstrate: " " What does the front door of your house look like? 

VC = Visual Construct 
The eyes move up and to his right as he constructs new visual images. 
Question to demonstrate: " " What would your best friend look like with blue skin and pink hair? 
AR = Audio Recall 
Eyes move directly to the left (towards the ear) as he internally hears previously heard sounds. 
Question to demonstrate: " " Can you hear your favorite song playing in your head? 

AC = Audio Construct 
Eyes move directly to his right (towards the ear) as he creates new internal sounds. 
Question to demonstrate: " " What would your favorite song sound like played on bagpipes? 

AD = Audio Digital (talking to yourself in your head) 
Eyes move down and to his left as he hears internal conversations. 
Question to demonstrate: " " Can you hear a nursery rhyme in your head? 

K = Kinesthetic (feelings) 
Eyes move down and to his right as feelings are accessed. 
Question to demonstrate: " " Can you feel the warmth of lying on a beach? 

Note: Gustatory (taste) and Olfactory  (smell) are subgroups in the kinesthetic system. When 
someone is processing these senses, watch for the down and to the right kinesthetic accessing cue. 

HOW TO USE THE EYE ACCESSING CUES

Eye accessing cues give you a clear picture what representational system (and therefore what part of 
a person's brain) they are currently using. It cannot be emphasized too strongly that everyone uses 
all systems regardless of their dominant system. The dominant system is the preferred system that is 
used most frequently to represent reality, the system that is the preferred doorway for taking in data. It 
is important at this point to understand that there is a conscious as well as an unconscious system. 
(There is also an out of conscious system but that belongs more in a study of hypnosis.) When you 
listen to the predicates of someone's speech you will quickly  learn what their current conscious 
system is. If someone is speaking in visual terms, i.e."Do you see what I mean?" then the visual 
system will be dominant and conscious at that time. It is possible however, that the predicates of their 
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speech will not match the eye accessing cues you are receiving. You may be counseling a person 
who is speaking in clear audio terms although their eye accessing cues may be visual. (Any 
combination is possible.) This would indicate that there was unconscious processing in the visual 
system which can greatly assist the person you are attempting to help  if you bring it into conscious 
awareness. (Things that are pointed out immediately become conscious, like the feeling of you 
tongue touching your teeth as you read this.) The conversation may proceed as follows: 

Therapist: " " " " What exactly is bothering you? 
Client: " " " " I just hear my mother and I arguing all the time. 
Therapist: " " " " What specifically do you hear? 
Client (looks down and left): " I hear her telling me that my life's a mess. 
Therapist: " " " " What triggers these conversations in your head? 
Client (looks up and left): " " I don't know. 
Therapist: " " " " What picture did you just see? 
Client (surprised): " " " I saw my father yelling at my mother. 

This insight demonstrates to the therapist that the client's internal conversation is triggered by seeing 
eidetic (remembered) pictures of her father yelling at her mother. By bringing it into the conscious 
mind she is able to replace the picture with a different picture which will give her more choices, 
allowing her to respond or not respond to the previous stimulus. (Note that the model of the 
unconscious we are using in this set of notes is NOT the seething pit of hurts that is spoken of in 
many conventional therapies. By unconscious we simply mean that which is not in awareness at this 
moment in time.) At any given moment, one representational system (gustatory when eating for 
example) will tend to be dominant. The dominant system will affect information processing which will 
in turn influence what is currently conscious. 

TRUTH	  AND	  LIES...	  

Although this information must not be used as the sole means of detecting untruth, the use of eye 
accessing cues for this purpose can yield some rather startling results. The thing to look for is the 
base pattern. Only then are you able to spot deviations from it. If you are speaking with an individual 
who consistently uses a specific eye pattern and then deviates from it, you may be reasonably sure 
they are lying about the point they were discussing at that moment. For example, you are having a 
conversation with a friend about her daughter. When her eye patterns deviate from the norm that you 
have observed, she is probably lying. The conversation may go like this: 

Friend: " " " " My daughter is doing really well in school. 
You: " " " " " That's good to hear. 
Friend (looking toward left ear): " The teacher said she's doing better than ever! 
You: " " " " " You must be very proud of her. 
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Friend: " " " " We sure are! (looks left again) The teacher said she's proud of her too! 
You: " " " " " That's fantastic. 
Friend (looking towards right ear):" She said she'll probably grow up to be a doctor and a lawyer. 
You (optional): " " " YOU'RE LYING! 

Notice how your friend switched from audio recall (direct left) to audio construct (direct right). This 
enabled you to pick out the fraudulent statement and gave you the option of remaining silent 
(diplomacy) or confronting her (truth at any  price). Again I must emphasize that you need to carefully 
observe to find the base pattern before you are able to make accurate assumptions about truth or the 
lack thereof. It's pointless to destroy  a friendship  over an inaccurate interpretation of an eye scanning 
pattern. (Converted "lefties" like my wife are organized in reverse.) I strongly suggest you spend time 
studying some of the excellent NLP books available before leaning too much on your evaluations of 
eye scanning patterns. Learning to fine tune your senses will enable you to base assumptions on 
sensory data rather than mind reading. Well tuned information channels will bring in other data such 
as facial flushing and changes in breathing that will support the assumptions you make by observing 
eye accessing. Eye accessing cues are useful in determining strategies, the behavioral calculus of 
how we accomplish tasks. 

Eye	  accessing	  cues	  pracKce	  :	  

1. Sit opposite another person and have him tell you a true story of something that happened 
to him. In the course of the story he will tell a major lie. Your job is to observe his eye 
accessing cues and determine which part (s) of the story are false. Find the patterns that 
he consistently uses and check for deviations from the base pattern. Ideally, the person 
telling the story should not be told that you are looking for eye motion patterns. His 
patterns will be more spontaneous and accurate than they  will be if he knows what you are 
doing. 

2. Repeat the above exercise. This time have the person tell you an entirely true story. This 
time you are not searching for discrepancies but are simply learning to match his eye 
accessing cues to the verbal information he is giving you. For example: Does he look up 
and left before he describes something? Does he speak in kinesthetic (feeling) predicates, 
even though his accessing is primarily audio? 

3. This time, again have the person tell you a true story containing one or more lies. Your task 
is to tune your sensory channels to pick up other information to add to the data that you're 
receiving via the eye accessing. Watch for facial flushing or pallor, muscle tension or 
relaxation, perspiration, fidgeting, as well as breathing rate and depth. You can also listen 
to voice rate, pitch, tempo, strained or relaxed quality, volume, etc. This is an extremely 
valuable exercise that teaches you to have clean, open sensory channels. 
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4. Practice these observation skills daily. Watch those around you where you work and live. 
Learn to note their eye accessing cues and other sensory based clues to their thinking 
processes. You are developing the skills of a master communicator. By practicing these 
skills you will be able to detect the sort of responses your communications are eliciting. The 
meaning of a communication is the response it elicits. By learning to accurately 
appraise the response your communications are producing, you will be able to vary your 
behavior to produce the results you desire. 

RAPPORT 

Entering someone else's model of the world... 

Rapport is the sense of "being in touch" with another person. It creates a sense of "connectedness". 
The popular saying is that opposites attract. Experience shows that this is not the case. People tend 
to be attracted to those who are most like themselves. If you like baseball and hockey, do you tend to 
hang around with opera fanatics? If your idea of a great time is the Najdorf variation of the Sicilian 
Defense; one of the most taxing of all chess openings, do you spend most of your time with stock car 
racing enthusiasts? Of course not. We tend to like and be drawn to people who are (or at least seem 
to be) like us. Rapport is what happens when that happens. It is the sense of being similar to 
someone else. Until now, this was largely a matter of chance. Random circumstances dictated 
whether or not you were in rapport with another person. Using the following techniques will cause 
rapport to happen without fail no matter how dissimilar you are to someone else. 

PACING:	  

Pacing is fundamental to rapport. Pacing is the ability to deliberately approximate someone else's 
experience, mannerisms, speech and breathing patterns, interests, etc. You can pace someone's 
body language by mirroring them. To mirror does not mean to copy exactly but to approximate their 
physical behavior. If someone is tapping their foot you can subtly tap  your own foot or even your hand 
(cross mirroring). If you see that someone is breathing slowly and deeply  you can breathe in tempo 
with them which quickly creates a very powerful rapport. Obviously it is not to your advantage to 
mirror nervous tics or strange mannerisms which are likely to have the opposite effect and may result 
in a lengthy hospital stay. Another excellent pacing technique is to use the same speech predicates 
as the person you are building rapport with. If the other person is using terms like "feel" and "heavy", 
then you know they are accessing kinesthetically and that it would be counterproductive to use visual 
or auditory words. You can pace the tempo and volume of someone's speech and even offer their 
own words back to them. This is very useful in conflict resolution. Much conflict stems from lack of or 
broken rapport. In a verbal conflict, the agitated party can sometimes be rapidly calmed by offering 
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back their own language. This gives them the impression that you are in complete empathy with 
them. It may seem foolish the first time you do this. It will seem that they must certainly notice what 
you are doing. 

Nevertheless, this is an incredibly strong rapport technique that can quickly break through 
antagonism and help calm a distraught person. Look at the following example: 

Agitated Person: " " " I hate this place! This job is useless. I feel totally unappreciated 
" " " " " here." Nobody understands my needs. 
Do Gooder: " " " " You're very wound up. Breath slowly and calm down. Look at the 
" " " " " bright" side of things... (wrong system. i.e. visual instead of kinesthetic.) 
Agitated Person:" " " Leave me alone! You just don't understand... 
You: " " " " " Leave him alone. He feels useless and unappreciated. 
Agitated Person: " " " (surprised) That's right. That's exactly how I feel... 
Do Gooder: " " " " It sounds like you need to calm down. (wrong system again. This 
" " " " " time audio instead of kinesthetic equals zero rapport.) 
Agitated Person (to Do Gooder):" You don't have a clue how rejected I'm feeling. 
You: " " " " " I understand that you feel rejected and unappreciated. We must 
" " " " " take time to understand your needs. You seem to hate it here. 
Agitated Person: " " " Yes, that's right. (calming down) Thanks. 

Notice what has happened in this situation. Do Gooder had all the best intentions but was useless in 
this situation. He actually made Agitated Person feel worse by speaking in the wrong systems. You 
however, speaking in the kinesthetic system that Agitated Person is using, and offering back his own 
words, quickly created rapport and defused the conflict. Note how important it is to offer back the 
very words as closely as possible. Remember, the map is not the territory. You will create an 
internal map  based on what you think they mean. Your map is not their map  however, and any 
attempts to paraphrase their words will by necessity impose your map  upon them. If I say "I feel 
unloved", I may mean that my dog has just died and I am grieving because of it. When you hear me 
say "I feel unloved" you may make the assumption that I feel unappreciated by  the other people 
around me. You then respond "Oh don't be like that. We all really like you." All this accomplishes is 
broken rapport because you practiced the common but foolish art of "mind reading." You thought you 
knew what I meant. Instead you would have done better to say "I understand you are feeling unloved 
right now. How can I help you?" This paces the person by offering back their language without mind 
reading or interpretation. It then moves away from the problem and toward a solution .

Rapport as a general skill is well worth practicing and is not limited to therapeutic situations. It is a 
fundamental tool for life itself. Note that the deliberate breaking of rapport can be useful as well when 
rapport is no longer needed; for instance, when terminating a conversation. A change in posture and 
a shift in words to another representational system can signal that the conversation is over. 
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RAPPORT	  PRACTICE:	  

- Sit opposite another person with whom you will build rapport. 
- Begin a conversation and deliberately mirror the other person. 
- Note the representational system that the other person is consciously using. Speak in this 

system and note physiological changes in the other person. (facial tone, coloration, 
breathing, etc.) 

- When rapport is established continue for a few minutes finding out what intensifies it. 
- Deliberately break rapport. (Change posture, speech patterns, systems, etc.) 
- Discuss exercise with other person and gain insights into what worked best. A third person 

may be incorporated into most of the practice exercises by observing and keeping the other 
two people on track. 

POWER LANGUAGE 

My twenty plus years in hypnosis have convinced me that language has a far more powerful effect 
upon our behavior and internal states than we may realize. It is beyond the scope of these seminar 
notes to discuss the enormous realm of hypnotic language patterns, however, some words have such 
a profound effect that their importance cannot be ignored. These are words used in daily 
conversation that have a great ability to help or harm. The first of these power words is: 

WHY?	  

This word is absolute poison and should be eliminated (to a large degree) from your vocabulary. 
When you ask a person "WHY are you depressed?" for instance, you tend to open a can of worms. 
They will proceed to tell you their family history and everything bad that has happened to them to this 
point in their life. WHY is not an especially useful word as it does not move toward solutions. WHY is 
a typical "stuck in the past" kind of word. People who are stuck in kinesthetic states such as 
depression or grief are very interested in the WHY'S of life. "Why has this happened to me? Why did I 
get fired? Why do people dislike me? Why me?" WhyMe's are not pleasant people to be around. 
They are often professional victims. 

To move others (or yourself) out of WHY you need to ask WHAT and HOW questions which are much 
more useful. After all, if you find someone bleeding to death from a knife wound do you want to know 
how to save their life (HOW  can I help  you?) or are you more interested in what happened (WHY did 
you cut your wrists?). Ask the depressed or angry or confused or grief stricken person "WHAT do you 
want?" or "HOW can I help  you?" The brain is programmed to give an answer to any question you 
ask it. This will be the best answer it can come up  with based on the schema (base knowledge) it has 
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to work with, which is a great reason to build your schema by constantly learning new things. The 
answer your brain presents you with will not necessarily be "true" or "correct". It will however be the 
best it can give you in response to the question you ask. That is why  you must learn to ask useful 
questions. If you ask your brain "WHY am I so stupid?" it will give you answers such as "Well, let me 
see...Your parents were stupid so there's probably  a genetic reason for it....Your friends are stupid 
too, so there may be an environmental reason as well... Plus you eat badly which is probably  making 
your brain run poorly..." 

Instead ask yourself "HOW can I get smarter?" or "WHAT can I do to improve my intelligence?" or 
even better "HOW can I get smarter and have fun doing it?" These are useful questions that steer 
clear of the endless reasons and traps of "WHY?" "But if I don't know the reasons for something how 
can I expect to fix or improve things?" you may ask. Experience has shown that HOW  and WHAT 
questions will identify  real issues and provide useful solutions far quicker than WHY questions. 
Change your questions. You'll be pleasantly surprised. This works well in a business or personal 
setting when your mistake has caused problems for someone else. The first thing you do is apologize 
and admit your guilt and stupidity. This immediately disarms the offended party. You accuse yourself 
before they get a chance to. Then you can move toward a solution. i.e. "I admit it Bob, I screwed up 
badly  with that advertising campaign. Now, WHAT can we do to fix it?" If they stay angry with you 
then offer back their language and again move toward a solution: 

Boss: "" You're damn right you screwed up! This is costing us a fortune. This is the dumbest 
" " thing this company has ever done. WHY were you so dumb? 
You: " " I don't doubt that Boss, I've screwed up  royally here. In fact I'm sure this is costing the 
" " company a fortune while we're discussing my mistake. WHAT can we do to fix things 
" " with our client? 
Boss: "" What do you mean, "we"? This is your screw up! 
You: " " Boss, this is nobody's screw up but mine. This is the dumbest thing this company has 
" " ever done. HOW can I fix this with our client? 
Boss: "" (softening) Well...we all make mistakes. I've made a couple of huge ones over the 
" " years! Why don't you give them a call and smooth things over?

In this simplistic example, by a combination of A.) taking immediate responsibility B.) offering back 
language patterns C.) moving toward a solution (HOW  and WHAT questions) and D.) ignoring the 
WHY question, conflict is quickly defused . 

TRY	  

TRY is another limiting, poisonous word. TRY implies failure. If you ask a friend to come over and 
help you with your yard sale, and he responds "I'll TRY...", is he going to show up? Highly unlikely. 
Remember the old adage: "If at first you don't succeed, TRY, TRY, again." In other words, keep trying 
and keep failing. If you say you'll TRY to do something, you have an out and when you fail everyone 
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can say "At least he TRIED". That is the essential problem with TRY. It provides an automatic escape; 
an "out" when you fail. "At least you TRIED". Do things or don't do things, but stay away from 
TRYING, which indicates a lack of whole hearted commitment. I use TRY in hypnosis when I want 
someone to fail at a simple task: "TRY to pick up that chair!" 

DON'T	  

This is another word that is very useful in hypnosis. To fully  understand DON'T, you have to realize 
that the brain does not understand a negative, it understands deletion. In other words, if I tell you 
"DON'T think of a banana!" what does your brain do? It causes you to think of a banana and then 
deletes it. The sentence actually  contains a hidden hypnotic command to think of a banana. i.e. 
"DON'T think of a banana!". The brain typically  will follow the embedded command; especially if it is 
said louder, softer, or in some way different from the word "DON'T". 

This is known as analog marking. A  mother sees her son pick up an antique vase and yells "Johnny! 
DON'T drop that vase!" In order to make sense of the command prefaced by DON'T, Johnny (to his 
and his mother's surprise) instantly drops the vase. This is why it is essential to frame your outcomes 
in the positive. Instead of saying a negative like, "I don't want to get fired!" it is better to rephrase it as 
"I want to get promoted!" In the example of Johnny and his mother, she would be wise to say "Put the 
vase down!" which contains no negative to delete and is easy for her son to comply  with. Get in the 
habit of phrasing what you want in the positive and avoid DON'T. Don't remember to avoid using don't! 

BECAUSE	  

This is another word with built in hypnotic implications. In a study done at the University of Arizona, a 
psychology class was given the assignment of trying to push into a long line waiting to use a 
photocopier. They  would typically go to the front of the line and ask if they could push in ahead of 
everyone. Naturally they had very  little success. In the course of the experiment they  made an 
interesting discovery: If they gave an excuse why they had to butt into the line, they were allowed to 
every time; provided they used the word BECAUSE. The use of this word was sufficient to allow them 
to push into the line, even if their excuses were feeble or even foolish. They could say "Can I get 
in line ahead of you, BECAUSE I have to make some copies." Note that everyone in line had to make 
copies! I use BECAUSE in my hypnosis shows and it appears that the use of the word causes the 
words in front of it to be received by  the brain without evaluation, provided those words are a stand 
alone command. e.g. Get insomnia tonight, BECAUSE it's Tuesday. Use it and see what happens, 
BECAUSE I've told you to. 

CAN'T	  

CAN'T is closely related to DON'T. Whereas DON'T will often get you the opposite of what you 
actually  want, the habitual use of CAN'T prevents the accessing of personal resources. When you 
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say "I CAN'T learn to ski." your brain treats this as an instruction to prevent you from learning to ski. 
When you tell yourself you CAN'T do something, it tends to shut down the resources you need to do 
that thing. It is far better to say "I CAN learn to ski!" or even "I AM learning to ski!", both of which avoid 
the self limiting CAN'T. DON'T affects the behavior of others, while CAN'T primarily affects oneself. If 
someone says "I can't." ask them "What prevents you?" 

COUNTER INTIMIDATION STRATEGY 

This may also be described as a counter guilt or counter peer pressure strategy. Its purpose is to 
provide a means to successfully  and effortlessly defeat any and all attempts to manipulate you 
verbally. It is extremely  useful to stop pushy sales people, deal with bureaucrats and resist attempts 
of others to force their will upon you. You can use this strategy to take back a shoddy piece of 
merchandise (even if they  don't give refunds), get a seat on a "full" flight (as one of my seminar 
attendees did) or resist a sales person at your door. The best part is, it's really  easy and actually 
enjoyable. When you learn and apply this strategy you will never have to "psych yourself up" for a 
confrontation again, or provide reasons why you don't want that vacuum cleaner. You will be 
permanently armed with powerful techniques that will ensure that you are never trampled on again. 

Whenever there is a verbal confrontation, the person who can heap the most verbal pressure such as 
guilt on the other person will usually win. For example: 

Friend: " "Could you please mow my lawn for me this weekend?" 
You: " " "Can't you do it yourself? I'm really busy." (Guilt trip: You are cutting into my time with 
" " your request). 
Friend: " "I have to go to the airport and pick up my invalid mother." (Guilt trip: How can you be so 
" " callous as to try to stop me helping my mother?) 
You: " " "I promised my wife we'd stay home together on Saturday. Can't you do it some other 
" " day?" (Guilt trip: You are endangering my marriage.) 
Friend: " "I'd cut the grass myself if I could but the doctor says I have to be careful of my 
" " heart..." (Guilt trip: Your selfishness may kill me.) 
You: " " (reluctantly) "Well...I guess I can do it..." 
Friend: " "Thanks. Make sure you gas up the mower this time when you're finished." 

In this extreme but not inconceivable example, the person that piles the most guilt on the other wins. 
It could have been anything: an appeal for starving children, or an encyclopedia salesman. Piling on 
guilt is effective but it is the mark of a poor communicator. If you are to become a master 
communicator you must learn to purge guilt from your speech patterns. "But you said guilt is 
effective!" Yes it is very effective, but it deals with externals and not real issues. The real issue here is 
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whether or not you feel like cutting your friend's grass. It has nothing whatever to do with your 
marriage or his medical diagnosis. To address the actual issues in question you need to apply  two 
simple techniques that will deactivate guilt and psychological pressure while clearly stating your purpose. 

The first thing you need to do is agree in principle with whatever the other person says. 
The second thing is to clearly state your purpose. 
Repeat as many times as necessary. 

Friend: " "Could you please cut my grass this weekend?" 
New You: " "I'm sorry I don't have time this weekend." (Clear statement of purpose) 
Friend: " "I have to go to the hospital and can't do it myself." (Guilt begins) 
New You: " "I can see that's a problem, (Agreeing in principle) but I don't have time this 
" " weekend." (Repeating purpose) 
Friend: " "My grandmother is dying! I really need you to do this!" (Massive guilt trip) 
New You: " "I'm sure you do, (Agreement in principle) but I don't have time to cut your grass this 
" " weekend." (Repeating purpose) 
Friend: " (getting confused and flustered): 
" " "There's no one else I can ask!" (Guilt again) 
New You: " "I know how you feel, (Agreeing in principle) but I don't have time this weekend. 
" " (Repeating purpose again) 

Friend: " (goes silent for about 3 to 5 seconds) 
" " "Oh...you don't have time this weekend?" (Guilt is drained off) 
New You: " "No. No time at all." (Repeats purpose) 
Friend: " "Oh. Okay." (Realization that you are not going to be manipulated) 

Note that agreeing in principle does not require you to repeat back everything they say to you, i.e. 

Friend: " "I need you to go to Ottawa because my grandmother is seriously ill." 
You: " " "I know you need me to go to Ottawa and I realize your grandmother is seriously ill but I 
" " can't make it." 

KEEP	  IT	  SIMPLE	  

Friend: "I need you to go to Ottawa because my grandmother is seriously ill." 
New You: "I know how you feel (agreement) but I can't make it." 

The best response phrases agree in principle, are quite general and can be used repeatedly. 

I know how you feel... 
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You're probably right... 
That's quite true... 
I see your point... 
I don't doubt it... 
I often get asked: "How many times do I repeat this?" The answer is simple: One more time than they 
do. Note too that this works just as well if the person is overwhelming you with "reasons" instead of 
guilt. A while ago a man came to my door intending to sell me driveway sealant. 
The conversation went something like this: 

Salesman: " "I'm doing some work in the area and I can give you a real good price on having 
" " your driveway sealed." 
Mike: "" "Thanks, but I'm not interested in having it done this year." (Clear statement of purpose) 
Salesman: " "Well this is asphalt sealant, not cheap acrylic stuff." (Reasons rather than guilt) 
Mike: "" "I'm sure it is! (Agreement) But I'm not interested in having it done this year." 
" " (Repetition of purpose) 
Salesman: " "Okay". 

In this case, the salesman was attempting to bring his expertise about asphalt versus acrylic into the 
conversation. If I had bitten the hook, he would have dazzled me with his knowledge and eventually 
"proven" that I needed his product. I kept the conversation focused where I wanted it by repeating 
that I wasn't interested in his product this year. 

The power of this method lies in the simplicity of it. You never have to psych yourself up or get 
emotional. You learn the method, practice it a few times and you are always armed. I used to dread 
dealing with pushy sales people. Now I actually look forward to it. I got a call from an Amway sales 
rep  quite recently, thanks to a friend who advised him to call me. Now I have nothing against the 
Amway organization, but I'm not remotely interested in getting involved with them either. Selling soap, 
telephones or beds just isn't me. The salesman was determined to set up a one on one appointment 
so that he could hit me with his full sales pitch. He was competent, high pressure, aggressive and 
well prepared. He also didn't have a chance. I won't bore you with the details, but suffice to say even 
a trained salesman has no effective weapons when these techniques are applied consistently. 

I studied Aikido at the Japanese Canadian Cultural Center some years ago. Aikido never meets an 
attack head on but diverts it, offering no resistance. You can think of these speech patterns as verbal 
Aikido. (I was going to say verbal judo, but it sounds too much like gerbil voodoo.) It is very  difficult to 
argue with someone who agrees instead of resisting you. Practice this strategy with a friend and 
you'll be a verbal Aikido black belt in no time. 

One point that often comes up  is "What if he asks me a question?" Sometimes a skilled sales person 
will attempt to get you to stop using the techniques by asking a direct question. In essence, they are 
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trying to interrupt your pattern and find out your outcome (what you want) in order to show how they 
can provide it. 

Here's another example: 

Salesman: " " I have a mutual fund plan that's just what you need! (Starting with an assumption 
" " " that he expects you to agree with or try to refute) 
Old You: " " I'm not really interested in mutual funds. 
Salesman: " " Well, how much money would you like to be earning by this time next year? 
Old You: " " I'm not too sure...things are going quite well... 
Salesman: " " Well let me show you how they can be going even better! Take a look at these statistics... 

He's got you! You just opened the door to his entire high pressure sales pitch because you 
answered his question! When you are using these techniques, it's important that you ignore the 
other person's questions completely. Treat his question like a ringing phone. You don't have to 
answer it! Just use one of the phrases listed, such as "I know how you feel" and pretend the question 
never occurred. If he points out that you haven't answered his question then agree that you haven't 
and state your intent again. Have fun with these techniques and treat manipulation (whether guilt or 
sales pressure) like a game. It is almost ridiculously  easy to come out on top in these encounters, and 
you will find it liberating. There is a real joy in the knowledge that no one can manipulate you. Parents 
can teach these techniques to their teenagers to help them deal with peer pressure. 

Exercise: Get a friend to attempt to convince you to do something (buy a magazine subscription, take 
drugs, whatever). He should take on the role fully and do everything he can (short of physical 
violence) to change your mind. Your task is to agree in principle with what he says and state your 
purpose as many times as necessary. 

Note: Occasionally, when applying this counter intimidation strategy you will run into people that will 
not budge from their position. In that case you must seek a workable compromise. However, when 
your self-respect is at stake, there can be no compromise. 

VALUES HIERARCHY or... 

WHY	  YOU	  DO	  WHAT	  YOU	  DO...	  

One of the most useful exercises you can do is to elicit your own (or someone else's) Values 
Hierarchy. Values are closely held criteria, or to put it more simply: Values are governing programs 
that automatically and unconsciously guide our behavior. 
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The decision making processes that are a part of daily life are controlled by two sets of ideals 
(towards and away from values), that enable us to make consistent choices based on the things 
that we consider to be important. Our values help  us decide what we do for a living, where we go on 
vacation, who we marry, and even what sort of car we drive. By eliciting our values we are able to 
understand the forces that drive our behavior. This enables us to make conscious choices that are 
aligned with our highest (and most important) values. When our highest two or three values are being 
realized, we will tend to be happy, regardless of circumstances. When our top values are not being 
met, we will feel frustrated in almost every area of our lives. The problem lies in the fact that many 
people do not support or even know their values, and as such they minimize their potential for 
happiness. Values have been established over time by parents, teachers, friends, and even 
television. Life experiences change values and affect our behavior. If our values have changed and 
we act as though they are the same as they used to be, our lives will reflect confusion and inefficiency. 

What are some of these values? It depends on who you are and what sorts of things are important to 
you. If you marry someone who has radically different values, you are certainly headed for trouble. 
On the other hand, if you are married to a partner who shares many of your key values, as I am, 
compatibility is virtually  assured. Let's assume for a moment that your number one value is 
Adventure and your number two value is Excitement. Your idea of fun is climbing mountains and 
fending off anacondas in an Amazon swamp. How compatible would you be with someone who's key 
values were Safety and Peace? Not very! Your values would tend to draw you both in different 
directions. You would be planning a vacation in tent in Bosnia, and your spouse would be collecting 
brochures of five star hotels in your hometown. You'd want to drive a Mustang convertible while your 
partner would be much happier in a Volvo. It's unlikely that two people as different as this would even 
have gotten together in the first place. 

I was counseling an Australian man last year who was the pastor of a small country church in 
Northern Ontario. Over breakfast in a restaurant, he confided to me that he was unhappy and 
unfulfilled in his calling. He loved his parishioners and the beautiful little church surrounded by 
farmer's fields. Nevertheless, he still felt like something was missing. I turned the paper placemat over 
and elicited his values hierarchy. It turned out that his number one value was Freedom. I then 
elicited the Rule for freedom, as will be explained later. (Rules are the conditions you must meet in 
order to have values.) His rule for the value of Freedom was "being able to travel around on a 
motorcycle" whenever he wanted to. This was very eye-opening for him as he had never been 
conscious of this before. (Just bringing values into consciousness can have a profound effect.) Guess 
what happened? He resigned his pastorate and moved back to Australia where he got a new church 
and yes -- a motorcycle! I heard from his wife a few months back. She told me "I don't know what on 
earth you did, but Peter's a new man!" I did nothing but enable him to understand what his key values 
were. He did the rest. By staying in Ontario in a limiting situation he would have remained depressed 
and unhappy. By finding his need for Freedom and feeding it, his whole life has taken on a new 
brightness and optimism. Note that as mentioned earlier, words mean different things to different 
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people. Happiness as a value may mean living on a desert island to one person, and owning a 
variety store to another. 

How	  to	  Elicit	  the	  Values	  Hierarchy	  

Start by asking the question "What is important to you?" If the person says he doesn't know, then 
immediately say "If you did know, what would it be?" (If they still persist in not knowing, ask them to 
take a guess. The guess will be correct.) Let's assume he answers "Friends". Then you would ask 
"What do friends give you?" He may answer "Companionship". You would persist, asking him what 
Companionship gives him. He might say "Love". You would ask what Love gives him. At some point 
you will reach a dead end. This is because you have reached an Ends Value. Everything up to this 
point (Friends and Companionship) are Means Values. They are only the means to an end. The 
Ends Values are the significant life directing criteria we are looking to uncover. (Money is a 
noteworthy exception. It may be an Ends or a Means Value.) 

Now you have Love on the values list. You would ask "What else is important to you?" You would 
proceed in this manner until four values have been uncovered. Then take a break for a few minutes, 
talking about something unrelated. Begin again, eliciting another four values. It is noteworthy that the 
most important value in the hierarchy is often found hiding in the second group of four. A person may 
have thirty or more values that govern his behavior, but eight will give a clear indication of his or her 
guiding principles. When you have eight values in a column, begin with the first one, perhaps Power, 
and compare it with the second item on the list; Security in this example, asking "What is more 
important to you, Power or Security?" If he said Power, you would then compare Power with 
number three on the list; in this case let's call it Friendship. This time he maintains that Friendship is 
the important value in the comparison. Friendship would then be compared to the next item moving 
down the list, and so on. 

Eventually you will reach the bottom and will be comparing some value to the eighth one on the list. 
Whichever value is the highest of this pair is scratched off the first list and put at the top of a new list. 
This is the number one value. The remaining items on the first column are compared in the same 
manner and as each highest value is found, it is deleted from list one and written as the next item on 
list two. In this way you will be able to prioritize the entire eight values from most to least important. 
What you find may surprise you. I discovered my number one value is Security. I doubted this until I 
realized my life reflected this perfectly. I study martial arts, carry a key-chain weapon, have a house 
with motion detectors, barred windows, eighteen pin drop bolt locks and a seventy pound bullterrier 
called Lockjaw. I'm one of those people who always wears a seatbelt, and I drive a Volvo, one of the 
safest cars on the road. My second value is Knowledge, which led me to create this seminar. 

Once you have your values sorted out and prioritized you need to find your Rules. Remember: Rules 
tell you when you have your Values. If someone's primary  value is Success, you could ask "How 
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would you know you had Success?" (Notice I'm using their language. I would not say "How would 
you know you were successful?" Stick with the person's language patterns.) The list of Rules will give 
greater insight into what makes a person tick. It will explain more fully what the values mean to that 
person. You will now have the Toward Values and the Rules that govern them. By ensuring that you 
consciously look after the top two or three values on the list you will find you have much more control 
over your life. 

For example if I am helping a person start exercising and know that Security is her number one 
value, I would appeal to this in order to change her behavior. I might explain how she could 
eventually develop  heart disease and be stuck in a hospital at the mercy of strangers. I would then 
demonstrate how the exercise plan I was giving her would greatly enhance her strength and therefore 
her Security. Always state outcomes in the positive and align them with key values (the top two or 
three on the list.) When you have finished with the Towards Values you can follow the same process 
for the Away From Values. Start by asking "What do you wish to avoid?" While Toward Values are 
typically  words like Power, Money, Success and Fame, Away From Values are usually  words like 
Humiliation, Stress, Grief, and Illness. 

Once you have elicited these values you would follow the same procedure as before and discover the 
rules for them. You now have two lists of values. The first list shows you what you want in life and the 
second list shows you what you want to avoid. Using these twin forces of desire and avoidance you 
can learn to modify your behavior by appealing to what you want and/or what you avoid. 

Example:	  
You are trying to motivate a friend to go on a cruise with you. You have talked about the nightlife and 
the food and painted graphic visual pictures of the exciting places you'll visit. All of this has been to no 
avail because it doesn't suit your friend's values. Your visual descriptions don't work either because 
your friend is a major kinesthetic. After eliciting your friend's values you discover that Peace is 
number one followed by Safety. Almost kicking yourself for your previous stupidity, you reframe the 
experience, appealing to her values while speaking in kinesthetic terms: "Can't you imagine how 
peaceful you will feel being rocked in the ship like a baby; safe in her cradle..." (Note that the wording 
doesn't have to be identical to her values here as we are not trying to find the rules.) In this example 
you could just have easily  used Away From Values. In fact more people are motivated away from 
unpleasant things than are motivated toward pleasant things. 

SUMMARY:	  
• Elicit four values. 

• Wait a few minutes. 

• Elicit four more values. 
• Place these eight values in a column and compare the first two. 

• Take the most important of these two values and compare it with the next one on the 
column. 
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• Continue comparing the highest rated value in each pair with the value below it. 

• When you reach the bottom of the list, put the highest rated value at the top of list number 
2 and cross it off list number 1. 

• Continue until you have all eight values prioritized on list 2. 
• Get the Rules by asking "How would you know you had X?" 

Repeat process for Away from Values and Rules. Utilize both Toward and Away From values to 
modify or completely change behavior. Remember to recheck you values whenever something major 
changes in your life (employment, relationships, etc.). There are techniques whereby values can be 
deliberately changed and moved on the list but that belongs more in the realm of therapy and is 
beyond the scope of these notes. 

CREATIVITY ON DEMAND 
No matter what we do for a living, creativity is an essential skill. It is the knack for finding original 
solutions, designing new products and generating fresh ideas. Unfortunately, we typically go back to 
old solutions and apply worn out ideas to new problems. We return to old mines that once provided 
answers and dig again only  to discover that the gold is gone. The solution is to "dig a new hole" 
brimming with fresh ideas. 

Our brains are self organizing, self patterning systems. As such, any information that enters this 
complex electrochemical tissue is processed and related to something that is already there. That is 
why a concept like "money" is coded under many different "files", such as currency, dollars, coins, 
economy, salary, monetary systems, etc., any  one of which can access the concept of "money". 
Understanding this can make creativity simple and enjoyable. The key to finding creative solutions to 
problems is to break out of typical thinking patterns by triggering the brain with a random input. A 
word chosen by chance from a dictionary works very well. Your brain will then make a connection 
between your problem and the freely selected word that will result in an original solution. Let's 
suppose you wish to design a marketing scheme for a Chinese restaurant. Left to your own devices, 
you will probably  think in all the ways you have before. You'll think of what other Chinese restaurants 
are doing and try to design a variation on their marketing methods. 

To trigger your natural creativity, you must engage your brain's patterning system. Start by asking a 
clear question: "How can I promote this new Chinese restaurant?" Opening the dictionary you see the 
word fondant: a creamy preparation of sugar used as the basis for candies or icing. Your brain must 
now connect this word with the question. (Note that you don't flip through the dictionary  looking for a 
word you like. It would be tempting to choose words that were already linked to the problem. It is 
imperative to use the first noun you find and then connect it with your question. This way your brain is 
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directed into new channels.) When I think of fondant, I think of desserts, which makes me think of free 
desserts with every meal. We're off and running! Perhaps the restaurant could have a specialty 
dessert that changes weekly  to keep  people coming back for more. This restaurant would attract 
those who love fine desserts as well as the people who typically frequent Chinese restaurants. Do 
you see how the random word has sent me off in a direction I might never have thought of? From 
here I might ask a question about architecture, choosing another random word to trigger ideas for 
restaurant design. It is important to exhaust each possibility before selecting another word. This can 
be done in a group  by brainstorming out loud, using the random word as a stepping stone to a new 
idea. A note of caution however: When working in a group there can be no criticism during a creative 
phase. A chemist created an adhesive that was ridiculously weak. It is now used world wide in those 
little pads of stick up notes you can find in any office. Stupid ideas often lead to brilliant ideas, so 
"judge not" until all the ideas have been generated. Judgment enters in when the ideas are being 
implemented. You can then be objective as you look for ways to apply your solution. 
 
SUMMARY:	  

• Clearly state your problem (get a definite outcome) 
• Find one or two random nouns in a dictionary 

• Force the words to fit your problem (using them as stepping stones if necessary) 

• Do not judge ideas as good, bad or stupid during creativity phases 

• Implement your solution 

Another	  example:	  
Task: " " " Design a new type of tire. 
Random word: " ghetto 
Solution: " " A ghetto is a sectioned off area of a city in which members of a minority group 
" " " live because of political or social pressure. Perhaps a tire can be partitioned off 
" " " into different internal compartments to share the pressure and prevent blow outs. 

Remember: Creativity is sparked by random inputs connecting with your schema, or knowledge 
base . Any random input will work. 

Another useful method to stimulate creativity  is to imagine your task in the hands of another person 
and determine how they would solve your problem. i.e. How would Julius Caesar solve this problem? 
What about the Three Stooges? (slapstick) Hitler? (invade) Elizabeth Taylor? (remarry).This can 
instantly take you out of your automatic thinking patterns. 

You can also tour museums and art galleries with your problem strongly in mind. Your brain will 
attempt to link what it sees to what you are attempting to accomplish. Reading poetry  or short stories, 
anticipating that you will find a solution hidden in the pages can yield remarkable results. The secret 
is to be definite. Tell your brain "The answer to my financial difficulties is hidden in this short story." 
Then look for it fully expecting to find it. Your brain tends to find what it's looking for. Give it definite 
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tasks to locate key  information for you. The more specific your outcome, the more clearly focused 
your thinking will be. A vague outcome leads to vague or unrealized goals. 

Whenever you are seeking a creative burst, either to solve a problem or simply come up  with 
something new, it is helpful to design a creatively stimulating environment. Music is very useful as it 
tends to bring in the non-dominant right brain. Whatever music you prefer, it should be fairly loud, but 
not distracting, and it should not have words. Words tend to engage the dominant left brain (which is 
why rap "music" is next to useless as a creative adjunct). Baroque as well as "New Age" music can be 
very  helpful. Creativity  tends to occur in short bursts of about ten minutes. Take frequent breaks to 
allow your brain to "recharge". 

CONCLUSION 
When I created BRAIN SOFTWARE seminars, I was faced with an interesting problem. There was so 
much material I wanted to include, that the typical complaint I received was that we needed more 
time. I was forced to evaluate my material on a new basis: not what I should include, but what I could 
afford to omit. I have run into the same difficulty  with these seminar notes. Consequently, I have 
chosen material that has the greatest potential to be life changing. Learn and apply these techniques. 
You'll become a far better communicator, you'll gain insights into human behavior, and your creativity 
will soar. 
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- Mike Mandel (revised May 2000) 

RECOMMENDED	  READING	  LIST	  

NLP 
Introducing Neuro-Linguistic Programming - Joseph O'Connor 
and John Seymour 
Frogs into Princes - Richard Bandler and John Grinder 
Unlimited Power - Anthony Robbins 

Thinking and Creativity
Six Thinking Hats - Dr. Edward de Bono 
Lateral Thinking - Dr. Edward de Bono 
A Whack in the Side of the Head - Roger von Oech 
A Kick in the Seat of the Pants - Roger von Oech 

Verbal Skills
When I Say No I Feel Guilty - Manuel Smith 
The Art of Questioning - Peter Megargee Brown 
The Structure of Magic - Richard Bandler and John Grinder 

Increasing Intelligence
Brain Building - Marilyn vos Savant 
Use Both Sides of Your Brain - Tony Buzan 
Mindmapping - Joyce Wycoff 

Personality Revealed in Handwriting
Between the Lines - Reed Hayes 

For information on BRAIN SOFTWARE seminars contact:

http://MikeMandelHypnosis.com 

E-mail: info@mikemandelhypnosis.com 
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The Brain Software Seminar may not be recorded 
by audio or video equipment, or by any other means.
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